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Abstract. The aggregation of ice crystals and its temper-
ature dependence is studied in the laboratory using a large
ice cloud chamber. This process is important to the evolu-
tion of ice clouds in earth’s atmosphere, yet there have been
relatively few laboratory studies quantifying this parameter
and its dependence on temperature. A detailed microphysi-
cal model is used to interpret the results from the experiments
and derive best estimates for the aggregation efficiency as
well as error bars. Our best estimates for the aggregation ef-
ficiency, at temperatures other than−15◦C, (in the interval
−30≤ T≤ 5◦C) are mostly in agreement with previous find-
ings, which were derived using a very different approach to
that described here. While the errors associated with such ex-
periments are reasonably large, statistically, at temperatures
other than−15, we are able to rule out aggregation efficien-
cies larger than 0.5 at the 75th percentile and rule out non-
zero values at−15◦C, whereas at−15◦C we can rule out
values higher than 0.85 and values lower than 0.35. The val-
ues of the aggregation efficiency shown here may be used
in model studies of aggregation, but care must be taken that
they only apply for the initial stages of aggregate growth,
with humidities at or close to water saturation, and for parti-
cles up to a maximum size of∼500 µm. They may therefore
find useful application for modelling supercooled mid-level
layer clouds that contain ice crystals, which are known to be
important radiatively.

1 Introduction

The formation of snowflakes in earth’s atmosphere fre-
quently involves th ecoming together and subsequent aggre-
gation of two or more ice particles. Many in-situ observa-
tions of ice cloud microphysics indeed confirm that ice-ice
aggregation takes place in clouds from temperatures that are
just below 0◦C to temperatures as cold as−60◦C (e.g.Con-
nolly et al., 2005; Crosier et al., 2011; Field and Heymsfield,
2003) and consequently this process is fundamental to the
generation of large precipitation particles (Heymsfield, 1986;
Sölch and K̈archer, 2011); yet, so far there have been surpris-
ingly few studies of ice-ice aggregation that can be used to
quantify the rates of growth of ice by aggregation in clouds.
The reason for this is probably due to the heterogeneity of ice
crystals observed in nature, for instance: (i) particles of the
same mass do not necessarily have the same velocity due to
the variation in ice crystal shapes, meaning that it is not re-
ally relevant to study the interaction of ice crystals of merely
different mass (as has been done for water drops); (ii) aggre-
gation is important to particles of many different sizes, but
particles of similar sizes play an important role in developing
aggregates in the initial stages of their growth. Since parti-
cles of similar size have similar fall speeds, a long distance
is required for them to fall before enough ice-ice collections
can be acquired for accurate estimates of aggregation rates to
be made.

In order to improve the representation of aggregation
within models, the quantity that is usually investigated and
used as input to models is thecollection efficiencybetween
two ice crystals that are settling at their terminal velocity.
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In this paper we shall refer to this as theaggregation effi-
ciency, Eagg. Under the assumption that the ice crystals are
falling under gravity one can write down the so called hydro-
dynamic kernel (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), K, which de-
scribes the aggregation efficiency multiplied by the volume
of air “swept-out” by two ice particles falling at different ve-
locities in a reference frame of either one of the particles:

K(i,j)=
(
ri +rj

)2
πEagg|vi −vj | (1)

wherei andj subscripts refer to particlei or particlej ; r is
the “radius” of the particle; v is the terminal velocity of the
particle andEagg is the aggregation efficiency, which is equal
to the product of the collision efficiency,Ec, and the sticking
efficiency, Es ; hence: Eagg= Ec ×Es . In the case of ice
particles, the radius is not a well defined quantity as they are
not spherical; however, if we take the time-averaged area of
the crystal normal to the direction it is falling in as beingA,
then we can write an approximate form of the kernel to be:

K(i,j)=

(
A0.5

i +A0.5
j

)2
Eagg|vi −vj | (2)

here,A is the projected area of the particle normal to the
fall direction, which raised to the power of 0.5 represents the
average ‘radius’ normal to the flow. Note that multiplying
Eq. (2) by the number concentration of particles of typej

gives the number of aggregations of particles of typej on to
particlei per second.

To date several methods have been employed to try and
quantifyEagg in Eqs. (1) and (2), ranging from aircraft stud-
ies to laboratory studies. The aircraft studies generally use a
method called aLagrangian spiral descent, whereby the air-
craft ascends to the top of an ice cloud layer and descends at a
rate approximately equal to the terminal fall speed of the ice
particles, while banking; therefore performing a spiral de-
scent through the cloud layer (Field and Heymsfield, 2003;
Field et al., 2006b). Throughout the descent of the aircraft
the ice particle size distribution is measured constantly us-
ing a 2-D shadow probe, such as the two-dimensional cloud
probe (2D-C), the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP) or the two-
dimensional stereoscopic cloud probe (2D-S). These meth-
ods have their obvious uncertainties, which include exper-
imental uncertainty as well as possible sampling artefacts
such as particles breaking up on the inlets of the probes
(McFarquhar et al., 2007; Field et al., 2003, 2006a; Law-
son, 2011), but are a useful guide to what the aggregation
efficiency is for naturally grown ice particles nonetheless.
By applying a bulk microphysical model (described byPas-
sarelli, 1978; Mitchell, 1988) to the observed dataField and
Heymsfield(2003) presented the calculatedEagg values for
13 such Lagrangian spiral descents observed over 3 field
campaigns. Their estimates forEagg tend to be around 0.3,
but values of 0.1 also gave reasonable agreement with the
observations; important to note was that there was no strong
dependence of the aggregation efficiency on temperature.

Mitchell et al. (1996) found from a case study in cirrus
clouds that the cloud-averagedEagg was ∼ 0.5. More re-
cently, Mitchell et al. (2006) applied a new snow growth
model to calculate that in a case dominated by dendrites at
cloud topEagg∼= 0.55 whereas in other casesEagg∼= 0.07.
This body of work therefore suggests that intricate dendrites
have higher aggregation efficiencies than more simple crys-
tals.

Field et al.(2006b) circumvented the bulk modelling ap-
proach used by previous researchers by using a bin micro-
physics model approach to calculate aggregation rates in a
layer cloud observed with a Lagrangian spiral descent. Their
findings were similar to that ofField and Heymsfield(2003)
in that Eagg∼ 0.1 produced the best agreement with obser-
vations at temperatures from−11 to−3◦C.

The laboratory methods have used a variety of techniques
to quantify the aggregation efficiency and its dependence on
temperature. Perhaps the most comprehensive of these done
to date was that byHosler and Halgren(1960) who inves-
tigated the aggregation efficiency and it’s temperature de-
pendence by holding a large stationary ice target (which had
an initial diameter of 127–360 µm) and drawing smaller ice
crystals of maximum dimension∼ 30 µm in an air stream
past this large ice target. Some of the small ice crystals
that were aspirated past the large target collided with the tar-
get and stuck (aggregated), while some rebounded, therefore
Hosler and Halgrenwere able to quantify the aggregation ef-
ficiency by measuring the increase in particle mass with time,
while knowing the speed of the airstream, the mass of indi-
vidual crystals and their number concentration; thus, the rate
of mass increase of the large ice target can be described by:

R =
vair×msmall×nsmall×Eagg

1t
(3)

whereR is the rate of increase in mass of the large ice parti-
cle,vair is the velocity of the air stream,msmall andnsmall are
the mass and the number concentration of the small ice crys-
tals respectively,R is the rate of mass increase of the large
particle and1t is the time interval over whichR is mea-
sured. The aggregation efficiency,Eagg, was then inferred
by making it the subject of Eq. (3). Hosler and Halgren’s
study showed an apparent maximum at−15◦C of around
0.1–0.2, which reduced smoothly at temperatures either side
of −15◦C to 0.06–0.03 at −5 to −25◦C, hence this is in
contrast to the aircraft derived values ofField and Heyms-
field (2003) mentioned above, which showed little variation
with temperature. It should be noted that inHosler and Hal-
gren’s experiments the size of the ice crystals in the air-
stream were only 7–18 µm in diameter, which probably ruled
out any branching growth on the ice crystals, and rendered
particle interlocking as an effective aggregation mechanism
to be less important.

The findings ofHosler and Halgren(1960) seem some-
what contradictory to earlier work (Hosler et al., 1957) where
the force required to separate two ice “spheres” and its
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dependence on temperature was measured.Hosler et al.
(1957) clearly showed that this force was a monotonically
decreasing function of the temperature below the melting
point of ice – no maximum at−15◦C was evident. Further-
more they showed that the measured force increases dramat-
ically when the vapour pressure in the air surrounding the ice
spheres approaches ice saturated conditions, which suggests
that ice growth between the two ice spheres strengthened the
ice “neck” between the spheres at the point of contact. It
has to be said that the ice spheres were held in contact for
1 min before an attempt was made to separate them. Clearly
ice crystals falling in the atmosphere and coming in contact
are not afforded this length of time and so it is hard to link
the results ofHosler et al.(1957) to a more realistic situa-
tion. Other authors have hypothesized that the interlocking
of ice crystals is one mechanism that can allow them to come
in contact for long enough for sintering (seeHobbs, 1965)
to take place (e.g.Heymsfield, 1986), which seems entirely
reasonable, since under water saturated conditions, dendrites
are observed at−15◦C, while crystals tend to be less spa-
tially orientated when grown from the vapour at both higher
and lower temperatures (Libbrecht, 2005).

In this paper we use a more realistic experimental set-up to
Hosler and Halgren(1960) to study ice crystals falling under
their terminal velocity, whilst growing under water saturation
and subsequently aggregating. We use this set-up to attempt
to better quantify the aggregation efficiency of ice crystals in
the early stages of growth. The questions that we address are:

– Is the finding thatEagg has a weak dependence on tem-
perature reproduced by a realistic laboratory set-up?

– Is the slight maximum inEagg found at −15◦C by
Hosler and Halgren(1960) applicable when ice crystals
are falling in free-fall and growing from the vapour to
sizes more typical of the atmosphere, or is this an arte-
fact of their experiment?

We note that in the atmosphere the electric field may influ-
ence aggregation efficiencies (e.g.Connolly et al., 2005), but
we do not attempt to quantify the effect of the electric field
here. We also note that the aggregation efficiency may de-
pend on the complexity of the particles (for example how
many edges are available to allow particle interlocking) –
again this study does not address this complex issue as we
only deal with the initial stages of aggregation. Another ef-
fect that is known to occur in the atmosphere is the break-up
of large ice aggregates (Lo and Passarelli, 1982); however, in
this paper we only study aggregates smaller than 600 µm and
therefore have not taken this process into consideration. It is
noted that in some cases “wake-capture” may be important,
where an ice crystal may be captured that is not within the
volumetric sweep-out of two ice particles; while this study
does not directly address this and other issues, any of the
aforementioned physical processes, except the effect of the

electric field, will be represented in the bulk value ofEagg
together with the assumed form of the hydrodynamic kernel.

2 Experimental method

In order to generate data for this study experiments were
conducted in the Manchester Ice Cloud Chamber (MICC),
which offers a 10 m high stainless steel tube, 1 m in diam-
eter that can be used to perform studies of cloud processes;
the tube is housed in three separate cold rooms stacked on
top of each other, which reside on three stories of the Si-
mon Building at the University of Manchester (UoM) and
completely enclose the steel tube. The temperature within
the cold rooms can be reduced controllably from room tem-
perature to−50◦C, and the chamber can be pressure sealed
and evacuated to simulate conditions found in the upper tro-
posphere. Further details about the facility are available at
http://data.cas.manchester.ac.uk/micc/micc.htm.

The details of how the experiments were performed will
now be explained. A port hole at the bottom of the cham-
ber was left open to allow the cold room air to enter the
stainless steel tube so that under conditions of equilibrium
the air inside the tube had the same temperature as the cold
room set point. Clouds of supercooled drops were gener-
ated using a water boiler, which was placed at the bottom of
the steel tube and the steam it produced entered the stainless
steel tube through a copper pipe of 15 mm diameter, which
extended to 1.6 m into the chamber. The water boiler was
switched on until the point at which the water started to boil,
and then the power was set to∼440 W, which defines the rate
of evaporation of the water. The steam was allowed to mix,
by buoyancy and turbulent mixing, into the stainless steel
tube at this setting for 10 min, to allow for a reasonably uni-
form liquid water content within the chamber; it was found
that this generated liquid water contents lower than approx-
imately 5 g m−3 inside the tube, although the actual amount
depended on the temperature of the experiment. The heat
from the boiler increased the temperature of the air within
the stainless steel tube by a few degrees typically, but then
stabilised at a constant temperature.

The temperature of the cloud was measured at three points
along the length of the chamber using calibrated platinum
resistance thermometers, which were positioned to measure
the temperature∼30 cm in from the inner wall of the steel
tube. It was found that the temperature of the cloud rapidly
cooled to the temperature of the cold room, typically within
a minute or so. Variations in temperature along the length of
the tube were found to be less than 1◦C, which was deemed
to be sufficiently small to obtain meaningful results, given
other errors associated with this set of experiments.

Two CPI probes were used to measure the cloud proper-
ties within the chamber, with one positioned at the base of
the steel tube and the other approximately half way up the
chamber. Air was sampled through the probes at a rate of
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100 l min−1, which corresponded to an airspeed of approxi-
mately 4 m s−1 through the sampling area of the probes. The
model of CPI that we operated within the chamber took 40
images per second of particles that passed through a small
sample volume (∼30 mm3); the actual size of the sample vol-
ume depends on factors such as the laser power and the size
and shape of the particle, and depending on the particles po-
sition within the sample volume the CPI may oversize the
particle by up to a factor of 3 or 4 (Connolly et al., 2007).
Consequently both probes were subjected to a detailed cal-
ibration procedure and corrections were produced based on
the method published inConnolly et al.(2007) – this method
was found to work well for both probes. Concerns have been
raised that the CPI probe may suffer from possible shattering
of ice crystals on the probe inlet, which then appear as high
ice crystal concentrations in the probe data (Schwarzenboeck
et al., 2009). This problem is not expected to be an issue for
the experiments in the laboratory, where impact velocities
between the inlet and ice crystals are one to two orders of
magnitude lower than on an aircraft. We therefore believe
that the CPI adequately serves laboratory use.

All of the experiments described herein were at tempera-
tures higher than−30◦C and due to the fact that the air was
free of Ice Nuclei (IN) we did not observe any ice with ei-
ther of the CPI’s. In order to initiate ice within the cloud
of drops inside the steel tube we used a solenoid valve and
a compressed air line (∼2000 mbar over pressure), that was
fitted to a port hole that was 50 cm from the top of the steel
tube. Opening the valve briefly allows the compressed air to
exit from the pipe, and then expand to the ambient pressure
(1000 mbar), which results in adiabatic cooling of this small
volume of air. The amount of cooling can be estimated by
conserving dry potential temperature:

θ = Tcooled= Tinitial

(
1000

1000+2000

)R/cp

(4)

where R = 287 J kg−1 K−1 and cp = 1005 J kg−1 K−1.
Making Tcooled the subject of the equation and using typi-
cal experimental temperatures forTinitial yields that the air
is cooled to∼ −80◦C. This is a theoretical maximum cool-
ing that can be expected and in reality it will be less than
this, nevertheless the brief expansion resulted in homoge-
neous nucleation of ice in the liquid drops that were present
and also homogeneous condensation of new drops, followed
by their freezing and ice crystals were observed, by the two
CPI’s, to fall through the cloud, growing from the vapour and
by ice-ice aggregation.

The ice crystals produced fell downward through the
chamber and number concentrations and size distributions
were measured firstly by the mid-level CPI, and finally by the
lower CPI. The vertical separation between the two probes
was 3.8 m and the time elapsed between detection of 1st ice
at the mid-level CPI and 1st ice at the lower CPI was approx-
imately 100 s, which suggests a fall speed of∼ 4 cm s−1. The

ice crystals falling grew at water saturation and depleted the
available vapour by the Bergeron-Findeisen (B-F) process so
that ice crystals falling behind the leading edge grew at lower
supersaturations and were smaller.

In this study we solely concentrated on the initial concen-
tration pulse in which the ice crystals grew at water satura-
tion. Ice crystals measured with the CPIs were observed to
give a pulse in concentration at the mid-level CPI and then at
the bottom CPI. During all experiments, the boiler was active
to continuously supply vapour and droplets to the cloud. The
inside walls of the cloud chamber were coated with ice for
all experiments.

3 Data interpretation

In order to assess the suitability of the hydrodynamic kernel
we assessed whether differential sedimentation or diffusion
dominated the aggregation process. The collision kernel due
to diffusion is (seeJacobson, 1999):

Kdiffusion
= 4π (r1+r2)(κ1+κ2) (5)

whereκ =
kT

6πηr
is the diffusion coefficient of the particle and

Boltzmann’s constant,k = 1.38×10−23 m2 kg s−1 K−1; and
the dynamic visocity of airη ∼ 1.6×10−5 kg m−1 s−1.

The collision kernel due to differential sedimentation is
approximately (i.e. Eq.1):

Ksedimentation
= π (r1+r2)

21V (6)

where1V ∼ 0.1 m s−1 is the difference in fall speed between
two colliding crystals.

For T = 250 K; η = 1.6× 10−5 kg m−1 s−1; r1 = 50 µm

andr2 = 25 µm, thenKsedimentation

Kdiffusion ∼ 108. Hence, sedimenta-
tion is completely dominant relative to Brownian collisions.

3.1 Modelling

In order to interpret the data from our experiments we
have developed a numerical model called the Aerosol-Cloud-
Precipitation Interaction Model (ACPIM). ACPIM has been
used as a box model to interpret results from ice nucleation
experiments (Connolly et al., 2009) and also as a 1-D col-
umn model to investigate the impact of aerosols on warm
cloud microphysics and precipitation (Dearden, 2009; Dear-
den et al., 2011). Here we describe the details of the model
that are relevant to this study, specifically those that affect the
growth of ice particles.

3.1.1 Description of microphysics within the model

Firstly, all microphysical variables are held on a 1-D Eule-
rian grid. For both liquid and ice particles we use a 2-D grid,
which splits up particle “number concentration” categories
by their water mass and their aerosol mass (Bott, 2000). The
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aerosol size grid starts and ends at 2 nm and 10 cm respec-
tively and the mass of each sucessive bin is

√
2 times the

previous bin, which results in 154 bins. The water mass grid
spans 1×10−22 to 1 kg and each sucessive bin is

√
2 times

the previous bin, which results in 147 bins. This may seem
excessive; however, our aim is to be able to model all types
of hydrometeor, from cloud drops to large hail stones. The
advantage of the 2-D bin structure is that one can simulate
the range of aerosol masses that are present after collision
and coalescence has taken place. Our bin grid is slightly
different to that ofBott (2000) in that the aerosol bins are
single moment (likeBott, 2000); however, the water grid has
the option to be double moment, which reduces numerical
diffusion when solving for growth by vapour diffusion and
collision-coalescence. We have experimented with two dou-
ble moment schemes including the “hybrid bin” scheme of
Chen and Lamb(1994b) and the “moving centre” approach
(Jacobson, 1999); however, we find the “moving centre” ap-
proach to be adequate for our purpose and chose to use it
based on its simplicity.

We make no artificial separation between aerosols, cloud
drops or rain, save for the fact that they exist in different
bins on the model grid. The saturation vapour pressure of
all liquid particles is calculated based on a detailed thermo-
dynamics model, also developed at UoM, called the Aerosol
Diameter Dependent Equilibrium Model (ADDEM) –Top-
ping et al.(2005a,b). This saturation vapour pressure is used
as input into the droplet growth equation (with ventilation co-
efficients fromPruppacher and Rasmussen, 1979). The colli-
sion efficiency used in the stochastic collection equation are
taken from the data in the table byHall (1980) and interpo-
lated onto the mass grid of ACPIM. In these calculations we
have not taken into account the coalescence efficiency, and
subsequent break-up of drops following collision.

The ice particle grid is set up in the same way as the liquid
water grid, except that it holds average ice particle properties
in each bin. The average ice particle properties that we hold
are: (i) the ice particle crystal volume; (ii) the number of
monomer ice crystals within an ice bin; (iii) the crystal aspect
ratio; and (iv) the mass of rime on the ice particle.

The ice particle crystal volume changes in the following
way: when droplets freeze to form ice crystals their density is
set to that of pure ice∼ 910 kg m−3; following growth by dif-
fusion (with ventilation coefficients fromJi and Wang, 1999)
the crystal density changes based on the model described by
Chen and Lamb(1994a) and the volume added to the crystal
is equal to the change in its mass divided by the “deposition
density”. As described byChen and Lamb, the density of
deposited vapour on the crystal decreases as the vapour ex-
cess increases over 0.05 g m−3; this reflects the fact that crys-
tals exhibit “branching” at high supersaturations (Libbrecht,
2005, and cf. hollowed columns and dendrites).

The crystal aspect ratio is assumed to be the same for all
monomer crystals within an ice aggregate. After droplets
freeze they form isometric ice crystals, but soon change their

aspect ratio based on a parameter called the inherent growth
ratio, 0(T ) (seeChen and Lamb, 1994a, for details). This
reflects the fact that the deposition coefficient on both thec

anda crystallographic faces change relative to another with
temperature (Libbrecht, 2005). There is recent experimental
evidence that facets develop due to this difference in the de-
position coefficient on each of the crystallographic faces at
low supersaturations, however other factors, such as disloca-
tions and other defects may affect faceting at higher supersat-
urations (Libbrecht, 2005). Nevertheless theChen and Lamb
(1994a) model parameterises the fact that columnar shapes
are likely to grow at−5◦C, planar crystals at−15◦C and
columns at−25◦C.

The number of monomer crystals in an ice particle is
solved for within the stochastic collection equation between
ice crystals. A collision and collection between two ice par-
ticles transfers total monomer number from both interacting
particles into the new ice category that is created. This is
also the case for particle volume, crystal aspect ratio and the
mass of rime on the ice particles. The mass of rime on the ice
particles is calculated from the stochastic collection equation
between liquid and ice particles.

The average particle properties that are carried in the
model turn out to be very useful in defining the growth rate
and fall-speeds of the ice crystals. For instance, storing the
number of monomers within an aggregate is useful in defin-
ing the particle’s maximum dimension, since ice aggregates
are known to have a fractal-like dimension that is close to 2
(Westbrook et al., 2004; Schmitt and Heymsfield, 2010) and
therefore have masses describe by a law of the kind:

m(Dmax) = a×Db
max (7)

wherem is the particle mass,Dmax is the maximum dimen-
sion of the particle,b =∼ 2 anda is unknown. We have made
a rather ad-hoc assumption that the first two monomers stick
together end-on-end with an angle of 45◦ between their max-
imum dimensions, which results inDmax=

√
2×Dmonomer.

This allows us to definea in Eq. (7) and therefore by making
Dmax the subject of this equation it allows us to define the
maximum dimension of all ice particles.

Our motivation to be able to define the maximum dimen-
sion stems from the studies byWestbrook et al.(2008); Field
et al.(2007) who have shown that once there is more than one
ice crystal within an ice particle the capacitance of the ice
particle is just 0.25×Dmax. The capacitance of the ice parti-
cle is used to define its growth by diffusion of water vapour
(cf. the droplet growth equation).

Also, worthy of note is that the projected area of an ice
crystal also has a fractal-like dimension, which for aggre-
gates that are approximately isometric is∼ 1.33 (Schmitt and
Heymsfield, 2010).

A(Dmax) = c×Dd
max (8)

whereA is the particle projected area,Dmax is the maximum
dimension of the particle,d =∼ 1.33 andc is unknown. We
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make the reasonable assumption that when there is only one
crystal within an ice particle that its area is given by either the
area of a circle, with radius equal to the a-axis (in the case of
a plate), or an ellipse with semi-minor axis equal to the a-
axis and semi-major axis equal to the c-axis (in the case of a
column). This allows us to definec in Eq. (8) and therefore
the projected area for the aggregate.

Our motivation to be able to define the projected area is
that it defines the volume swept-out by the crystal, which is
needed to define the collection kernel (Eq.2). Knowledge of
both the projected area and the maximum dimension of the
crystal also allows us to define the area ratio, which is the
ratio of the projected area to that of a circle with diameter
equal to the maximum dimension of the ice particle. The
area ratio,Ar, is used to calculate accurate fall-speeds of the
ice particles, followingHeymsfield and Westbrook(2010).

Riming was hardly observed in the CPI images, and was
also shown to be only responsible for a very small amount
growth within the model; therefore, we switched off growth
by riming within the model.

Information specific to each particle bin (i.e. concentra-
tion, shape, density) is advected in the vertical; hence, the
model includes the effects of size sorting of particles with
different terminal fall-speed; the method used for advection
is now described below.

3.1.2 Description of advection schemes within the model

The growth of liquid or ice in bin microphysical models
presents some challenges. There are generally two ways
of representing the particle bins within the ACPIM. These
are: (i) single moment, where the mass grid stays constant
and concentration is advected into smaller or larger bins de-
pending on whether the categories are evaporating or grow-
ing; and (ii) double moment where the mass grid is variable
(e.g. the hybrid schemes or moving centre schemes ofChen
and Lamb, 1994b; Jacobson, 1999). For the single moment
scheme we have coded the “quasi-stationary” algorithm for
mass transport up and down the bin grid (Jacobson, 1999),
which is equivalent to theKovetz and Olund(1969) binning
scheme, which is more widely used in cloud microphysical
modelling, and is known to be numerically diffusive. We
have also coded a semi-Lagrangian bin-advection scheme
based on that described inBott et al.(1990), which is less
diffusive and probably the best that can be done with a single
moment bin scheme.

Furthermore within the 1-D column version of ACPIM,
each mass bin (liquid and ice) is advected in the vertical with
a velocity equal to the vertical wind minus the particles ter-
minal fall-speed. Water vapour and potential temperature,
being conserved in dry adiabatic processes are also trans-
ported with a velocity equal to the vertical wind. In these
simulations we assume a vertical wind speed of zero for all
experiments, which is a good assumption, so water vapour
and potential temperature were not advected.

T

T

T

CPI-1.0

CPI-1.5

Pop seed

Boiler

1st floor

Basement
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Mezzanine

Fig. 1. A schematic of the Manchester Ice Cloud Chamber, which is situated on 3 floors of the

Simon building at the University of Manchester. Temperature is measured at three positions within

the chamber using two probes at each position; a boiler supplies the chamber with cloud drops and

water vapour from the bottom, which rises through the chamber by buoyancy and mixing; two CPI’s

are used to take images of cloud particles and construct quantitative size distribution information

at the base of the chamber and in the middle of the chamber; a “pop seed”, which is a compressed

airline connected to a solenoid valve that extends into the chamber via a 1/4′′ pipe, is used to nucleate

the ice phase at the top of the chamber, which then grows by vapour diffusion and aggregation as it

falls to the bottom of the chamber.
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the Manchester Ice Cloud Chamber, which
is situated on 3 floors of the Simon building at the University of
Manchester. Temperature is measured at three positions within the
chamber using two probes at each position; a boiler supplies the
chamber with cloud drops and water vapour from the bottom, which
rises through the chamber by buoyancy and mixing; two CPI’s are
used to take images of cloud particles and construct quantitative
size distribution information at the base of the chamber and in the
middle of the chamber; a “pop seed”, which is a compressed airline
connected to a solenoid valve that extends into the chamber via a
1/4′′ pipe, is used to nucleate the ice phase at the top of the chamber,
which then grows by vapour diffusion and aggregation as it falls to
the bottom of the chamber.

For the single moment representation of the bin grid, high
order advection schemes such as the positive definite, mass
conserving schemes ofBott (1989, 1992) including modi-
fications to the polynomial interpolation required to extend
them to 8th order (Costa and Sampaio, 1997) can be used
and have been coded within ACPIM. However, for the dou-
ble moment scheme a different approach must be used for
advection; we have developed a scheme based on the hy-
brid binning scheme described byChen and Lamb(1994b),
which is slightly more expensive than the Bott schemes as
it requires an extra prognostic variable per bin to store the
average position of the category in the vertical.

We attempted to model processes occurring within the ex-
periment by setting up ACPIM with 40 vertical levels on an
Eulerian grid with a resolution of1z = 0.25 m and a time-
step of1t = 1 s. The temperature in these tests was held
at a constantT = −5◦C for the whole domain, and the rel-
ative humidity was held at water saturation throughout the
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Fig. 2. Shows the evolution of ice crystal concentration for each of the different representations

of the model bin-advection and vertical advection. Panel (a) shows the quasi-stationary algorithm

together with 8th order Bott advection in the vertical; (b) shows 8th order Bott advection for both

bins and vertical advection; and (c) shows the moving centre algorithm together with a two moment

advection scheme. It can be seen that scheme (a) artificially reduces the peak concentration by a

factor of three; (b) is less diffusive, but still reduces the concentration by a factor of about 1.5; (c)

maintains the peak in concentration.
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Fig. 2. Shows the evolution of ice crystal concentration for each of the different representations of the model bin-advection and vertical
advection. Panel(a) shows the quasi-stationary algorithm together with 8th order Bott advection in the vertical;(b) shows 8th order Bott
advection for both bins and vertical advection; and(c) shows the moving centre algorithm together with a two moment advection scheme.
It can be seen that scheme(a) artificially reduces the peak concentration by a factor of three;(b) is less diffusive, but still reduces the
concentration by a factor of about 1.5;(c) maintains the peak in concentration.
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Fig. 3. As Fig. 2, but for ice mass. It can be seen that the peak in mass is significantly affected in the

single moment model runs (a) and (b) compared to the double moment scheme (c).
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Fig. 3. As Fig.2, but for ice mass. It can be seen that the peak in mass is significantly affected in the single moment model runs(a) and(b)
compared to the double moment scheme(c).

experiment, which was the case in the initial stages of our ex-
periments. Ice crystals in the model are put in the highest 2 m
of the domain instantaneously near the start of the model run
to simulate the “pop seed” device at the top of our chamber.
We performed this initial test without aggregation switched
on to assess whether the models can adequately preserve the
peak ice concentration of ice crystals, since this is vital to
be able to compare with the experiments. In this model run,
because all crystals are growing at water saturation and are
not aggregating (so therefore not reducing in number), we
should expect that the crystals all fall at the same rate and so
the concentration at the start of the model run should be the
same as at the end.

We performed three tests with different numerical schemes
for bin advection and vertical advection:

1. Using the “quasi-stationary”/Kovetz and Olundscheme
for bin-advection in conjunction with the 8th order poly-
nomial, monotone version of theBott schemes – single
moment.

2. Using an 8th order monotoneBott scheme for both ad-
vection of size bins and advection in the vertical – single
moment.

3. Using the moving centre scheme (Jacobson, 1999) for
bin advection and the hybrid two moment schemeChen
and Lamb(1994b) for advection in the vertical – double
moment.

Figure2 shows the results for this test for the ice crystal
number concentration field. It can be seen that both single
moment schemes are diffusive and artificially reduce the ice
crystal number concentration field. This is not desirable for
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moment scheme is not.
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Fig. 4. Shows the initial ice concentration (black solid line) and the
ice concentration for each of the model runs. It can be seen that the
two single moment schemes are diffusive, while the double moment
scheme is not.

interpreting the results. The double moment scheme main-
tains the peak in ice concentration well. This highlights that
for applications to the atmosphere, single moment bin mi-
crophysical schemes may suffer from such artefacts and so
should be evaluated and improved if necessary. The spread-
ing out in the ice concentration field has a profound effect on
the ice mass mixing ratio (as can been seen in Fig.3). The
most diffusive scheme has a peak ice mass mixing ratio of
perhaps a factor of 2.5 less than that of the double moment
scheme. For processes that are strongly dependent on mass
mixing ratio (such as aggregation), this highlights that single
moment schemes may not be very useful for model studies
of the cloud microphysics. We also show evidence for strong
numerical diffusion in the single moment schemes in Fig.4.
The reason for this is because single moment bin schemes
always transfer a finite concentration into larger bins, which
then grow and fall faster than they should. The single mo-
ment vertical advection also leaves a finite amount of ice
number concentration in bins that are high up in the cloud,
whereas the hybrid two-moment method does not. Note that
this problem is not reduced by simply increasing the number
of size-bins in the model. Consequently in all further model
runs presented in the paper we use the two-moment hybrid
method with a moving centre bin scheme – note we also did
some model runs using the two-moment hybrid scheme for
bin advection and found no difference when compared to the
moving centre method for the model set-up described here.

3.2 Technique applied to determine the aggregation
efficiency

In order to determine the aggregation efficiency we apply the
following technique. We used the number concentration data
from the two CPI’s to compare with a model simulation of
the experiments, that had a set value ofEagg used as input.
We calculated the “goodness-of-fit” of the model to the ob-
servations by calculating the difference in ice concentration
at the two peaks on both data sets, squaring this difference
and then adding them together:(
Nmodel,top−Nmeas,top

)2
+
(
Nmodel,bot−Nmeas,bot

)2 (9)

whereNmodel,top andNmodel,bot are the modelled ice particle
number concentration at the top and bottom positions in the
chamber, averaged over∼30 s, andNmeas,top andNmeas,bot
are the corresponding measured values of the ice particle
number concentration at the same locations. A low value
of this statistic means that the model and observations are in
good agreement and vice-versa. We did this for many differ-
ent values ofEaggand generated a plot of the goodness-of-fit
vs. Eagg (Fig. 5b shows a schematic of how this may look).
If we are able to locate a minimum in this graph then it de-
notes the best estimate ofEagg for that particular experiment.
We then generated a large number of random values ofEagg
and used the relationship in Fig.5b to derive the distribu-
tion of goodness-of-fit parameters for a random sample of
Eagg values and assigned a significance level below which
the value of the goodness-of-fit was significantly worse than
those above the level of significance (see Fig.5c). The value
of the goodness-of-fit that this occurs at is denoted the criti-
cal value of the goodness-of-fit and this can be remapped to
find the confidence interval forEagg (see Fig.5d). In this
way we can derive maximum likelihood estimates and error
bars forEagg for all experiments.

Note that we found the ice concentration in the model
formed in definite pulses, between the top and the bottom
locations, with no ice after the main concentration pulse had
passed, while the observations from the CPI showed similar
initial pulses, after which the concentration remained reason-
ably high for a period of time (this highlighted in Fig.5a).
The reasons for this are that: (i) as for all chambers, there
is a temperature gradient near the top of the chamber, so the
crystals right at the top do not grow as fast as the crystals that
are lower down in the chamber; and (ii) the leading edge of
the pulse of ice crystals falls through the cloud and grows at
water saturation, but depletes some of the water vapour, so
that just higher than the leading edge of the pulse ice crys-
tals grow at a lower humidity. We attempted to model the
chamber with interactive water vapour and cloud simulate
this effect to a degree, but we found that less errors were in-
troduced by growing the ice crystals at water saturation and
only comparing the leading edge of the observed ice concen-
tration pulse with the modelled pulse. The differences in the
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Fig. 5. A schematic of the technique used to find the maximum likelihood estimate and confidence interval of the aggregation efficiency for
each experiment. Panel(a) shows a schematic of the observation of ice crystal number at the middle and at the bottom of the chamber, plus
the modelled ice concentration for the same positions within a model simulation with an guess for theEaggparameter. The “goodness-of-fit”
is calculated, which is the sum of the residual differences squared for both observation levels. This is done for different values of theEagg
parameter as input into the model, so that a graph of the goodness-of-fit vs.Eaggcan be produced(b); the minimum value of the goodness-
of-fit on this graph is the best estimate forEagg. Monte Carlo simulation is then used to generate the cumulative fraction of goodness-of-fits
(c) and then a significant level for the error bar is assigned (25 %) to find the critical value of the goodness-of-fit above which the observation
and model are significantly different. Remapping this to the graph of goodness-of-fit vs.Eagggives the confidence interval forEagg (d).

time between the top pulse and the bottom pulse of ice parti-
cles were in good agreement between model and data, which
suggests that the fall-speed of the ice particles was accurately
modelled by using ACPIM.

4 Results

In this section we describe the results from the experiments
(Sect.4.1); from the model (Sect.4.2) and some further anal-
ysis (Sect.4.3) that was required to derive the aggregation
efficiency vs. temperature relationship.

4.1 Experimental results

The CPI images taken during the experiments are shown in
Figs.6 and7. Figure6 shows the images taken in the middle
of the chamber and Fig.7 shows the images taken at the bot-
tom of the chamber. At−5◦C we see that the habit type is
columnar, which is in agreement with previous observations
of habits of vapour grown ice crystals. This changes over
to planar crystals at−10◦C, −15◦C and−20◦C, again in
agreement with previous observations of the habits of vapour
grown ice crystals. However, we also observed planar crys-
tal growth at−25◦C, whereas early observations of ice crys-

tal growth using static diffusion chambers have documented
columnar crystals at this temperature. It is noted that previ-
ous findings of ice crystals in free-fall, growing under condi-
tions of water saturation (e.g. Fig. 17 inaufm Kampe et al.,
1951) and indeed the latest results byBailey and Hallett
(2009) also show planar growth in this temperature range.
The reason for this may be that the transition to columns oc-
curs over a very small temperature interval around−25◦C,
or may be due to the effects of the nucleating substance be-
ing used in the early studies. At−30◦C we saw plate poly-
crystals, which is in agreement with results from diffusion
chambers (Bailey and Hallett, 2004).

The concentrations measured with both CPIs are shown in
Fig. 8, showing the concentrations measured at the middle
of the chamber always exceed those measured at the bottom,
which shows that the ice crystal concentration has decreased
during the descent to the bottom of the chamber. This is to
be expected as most of the aggregation occurred between the
middle and the bottom of the chamber, as is evident from the
images of ice particles in Figs.6 and7. Repeat experiments
are shown as dashed lines on the graph and in general the
experiments show good repeatability.
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Table 1. Number concentrations of ice crystals nucleated at the top of the chamber by the “pop seed” and used as input to the model
simulations.

Temperature (◦C) −5 −10 −15 −20 −25 −30
Initial ice crystal concentration (cm−3) 19.0 22.5 18.5 29.0 35.5 28.0
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Fig. 8. Shows the concentrations measured with the CPI for the different experiments. Solid grey

lines are measurements at the middle of the chamber; solid black lines are measurements at the base

of the chamber. Dashed lines are repeat experiments, which show some statistical variability, but

in general good agreement. Panel (a) is the experiment at −30 ◦C; (b) −25 ◦C; (c) −20 ◦C; (d)

−15 ◦C; (e) −10 ◦C; and (f) −5 ◦C.
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Fig. 8. Shows the concentrations measured with the CPI for the different experiments. Solid grey lines are measurements at the middle of the
chamber; solid black lines are measurements at the base of the chamber. Dashed lines are repeat experiments, which show some statistical
variability, but in general good agreement. Panel(a) is the experiment at−30◦C; (b) −25◦C; (c) −20◦C; (d) −15◦C; (e)−10◦C; and(f)
−5◦C.

In order to assess how the shape of the distribution changes
with distance fallen we fitted exponential spectra of the form:

dN

dD
= n0exp(−λD) (10)

where N is the number of ice crystals,D the maximum
length of the ice crystals,n0 the intercept parameter for the
exponential distribution andλ the slope of the distribution in
log-linear space. Details of how this was done are given in
the Appendix.

An example of a measured size distributions from the
CPI’s as well as best fits, using the exponential function in
Eq. (10), from an experiment at−15◦C is shown in Fig.9.
In this experiment the initial crystal sizes were<100 µm,
but as they fell to the bottom of the chamber grew to sizes
<∼ 500 µm.

Figure 10 shows the slope parameter derived from both
CPI’s for all experiments. An interpretation ofλ is that high
values are associated with a narrow size distribution and low
values are associated with a broad distribution. Figure10
shows that for all experiments the distributions get broader
towards the bottom of the chamber. We initially thought of

using this change inλ with height to quantify the aggrega-
tion rate in a manner similar to that described inPassarelli
(1978); Mitchell (1988); however, uncertainties in parameter
inputs required for this model, such as the constants in tthe
mass-dimension and velocity-dimension relations for the ice
crystals, often led to overestimates ofEagg, sometimes giv-
ing values in excess ofEagg= 1 and so we opted to use the
more complex, but realistic, bin-microphysics method.

4.2 Model results

In order to generate model data to compare with the observa-
tions we ran the model as described in Sect.3.1.2, using the
double moment representation of the bin structure, for the
6 different temperatures investigated in this study (T = −5,
−10, −15, −20, −25 and−30◦C). Fourteen different val-
ues of the aggregation efficiency were run so that the values
that best fitted the data could be determined later; the val-
ues ofEagg used were:Eagg= 0.000, 0.010, 0.025, 0.050,
0.075 0.100, 0.150, 0.200, 0.300, 0.400, 0.500, 0.600, 0.750
and 1.000. In the first instance this made a grand total of
6×14= 84 model runs. Note that there was very little (if
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Fig. 10. Shows the slope of the distribution measured with the CPI for the different experiments.

Solid grey lines are measurements at the middle of the chamber; solid black lines are measurements

at the base of the chamber. Dashed lines are repeat experiments, which show some statistical vari-

ability, but in general good agreement. Panels are as in Fig. 8, but the slope is plotted instead of the
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Fig. 10. Shows the slope of the distribution measured with the CPI for the different experiments. Solid grey lines are measurements at the
middle of the chamber; solid black lines are measurements at the base of the chamber. Dashed lines are repeat experiments, which show
some statistical variability, but in general good agreement. Panels are as in Fig.8, but the slope is plotted instead of the concentration.

any) evidence of aggregation in the images taken in the mid-
dle of the chamber (Fig.6), so the concentration measured as
the ice crystal concentration pulse moved past the first probe
was taken to be the initial ice concentration nucleated by the
“pop seed” at the top of the chamber; this initial concentra-
tion used in each of the experiments is shown in Table1.

Figure11 shows an example of the output from ACPIM
for two runs at−15◦C where in one run the aggregation ef-
ficiency was set to zero and in the other run it was set to
unity. It can be seen that in the case with no aggregation the
ice crystal concentration stays the same as it descends to the
bottom of the domain (Fig.11a) and this results in very high
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Fig. 11. Model run with Eagg set to zero (top plots) and Eagg set to unity (bottom plots).
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Fig. 11. Model run withEaggset to zero (top plots) andEaggset to unity (bottom plots).

Table 2. Ice crystal aspect ratio observed with the CPI (approx.) and that modelled using the standard inherent growth ratio and the modified
inherent growth ratio (see text for details). The modelled aspect ratio,φ is given as the first number in the column and the inherent growth
ratio,0(T ) is given as the second number in brackets.

T (◦C) Observed aspect ratio,φ =
c
a Standard0(T ) andφ =

c
a Modified0(T ) andφ =

c
a

−5 ∼5.5 1.40 (4.50) –
−10 ∼ 1/8 0.90 (0.55) 0.60 (1/8)
−15 ∼ 1/50–1/30 0.45 (1/50) –
−20 ∼1/20 0.75 (0.50) 0.55 (1/15)
−25 ∼1/20 1.60 (5.00) 0.55 (1/10)
−30 ∼1/5 1.20 (2.00) 0.70 (1/3)

mass mixing ratios of ice, in excess of 10× 10−3 kg kg−1

(Fig. 11b). It can also be seen that it takes in excess of 200 s
for the first ice to be present at the bottom of the domain.
In the case with an aggregation efficiency of unity it can be
seen that the ice concentration decreases rapidly when the
ice falls a distance of around 3 m from the top of the model
domain (Fig.11e), and the peak ice mass is much lower, but
spread out in height, compared to the case with zero aggre-
gation (Fig.11f). Ice reaches the bottom of the domain much
sooner in the case with aggregation (at approximately 150 s,
compared to 210 s without aggregation) and it can be seen
that the ice with the most monomers (i.e. the most aggregated
ice particles) are the ones that reach the bottom of the domain
first, Fig.11h). Note that in both runs shown, at−15◦C, the
crystal habit has an aspect ratio of around 1/50, which de-
notes thin planar habits/or dendrites. This aspect ratio was
calculated due to the low value of the inherent growth ratio,
suggested byChen and Lamb(1994a), that was used at this
temperature,0(−15) = 0.45.

The first set of 48 runs were scrutinised for their ability to
reproduce the ice crystal habits that were observed with the
CPI. It was found that the run at−5 produced crystals habits
that had very similar aspect ratios to those observed with the
CPI and the run at−15 produced crystals that had low as-
pect ratios, which due to experimental uncertainty could be
estimated to be between 1/50 and 1/301. Initially we decided
that the modelled value of 1/50 was close enough to the mea-
sured aspect ratio of the crystals, but later decided that it was
likely too low (see Sect.4.3)

The runs at−10, −20, −25 and−30◦C did not produce
ice crystals with the measured aspect ratio. This had the im-
pact of the two pulses in ice concentration (at the middle and
at the bottom of the chamber) not lining up well in time with
the observations – the reason for this was that the modelled
fall-speeds were not correct, as the habits were completely

1The measured aspect ratio was determined from the CPI im-
ages, which are 2-D and sampled at random orientations. The po-
tential for errors in estimating the aspect ratio is noted.
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wrong. Consequently we altered the inherent growth ratio,
0(T ), in the model so that the habits produced by the model
were in closer agreement to those observed and re-ran the
model for the experiments at−10,−20,−25 and−30◦C.

It is intriguing why the habits observed did not match the
modelled habits, since the inherent growth ratio was taken
from Chen and Lamb(1994a), which is also based on lab-
oratory data by several authors. A possible explanation is
that ice crystal habit is influenced by the nucleation method,
which has been observed byBacon et al.(2003) and habits
reported in previous literature arise due to a different nucle-
ation method than ours; another possible explanation is that
the ice crystals aspect ratios that the inherent growth ratio is
based on were grown in diffusion chambers, whereas ours
were in free-fall, which could have some impact on the crys-
tal habit because of possible effects of ventilation on their
growth. It should be noted that similar aspect ratios were ob-
served between the mid-level CPI and the low-level CPI so
we do not expect that aggregation itself is affecting the aspect
ratio of the ice crystals.

Table2 shows the observed ice crystal aspect ratios, that
we roughly estimated from the CPI images, as well as those
modelled by the standard inherent growth ratio,0(T ), (from
Chen and Lamb, 1994a) and those modelled by the modified
inherent growth ratio (based on our estimates of the measured
aspect ratio). It shows that changing the inherent growth ra-
tio resulted in better agreement between the modelled and
observed aspect ratio. We could have spent more time trying
to tune this, however, it was deemed that modelled inherent
growth ratio was close enough to that measured so as not to
affect the results too much, given the uncertainties that also
exist in determining the ice crystal concentration, observed
aspect ratio and other experimental errors.

4.3 Further analysis

To analyse the results we used the method described in
Sect.3.2; that is we calculated the difference between the
modelled ice concentration at the two observation levels,
squared these differences and added them together. We did
this for all values of the aggregation efficiency that we used
to run the model and therefore created the residual vs.Eagg
plots shown in Fig.12. All of the plots in Fig.12have a min-
imum at some point in the interval 0< Eagg≤ 1, meaning
that our best guess is that the aggregation efficiency is greater
than 0 at all temperatures in the interval−30≤ T ≤ −5◦C.

The maximum likelihood estimate or best guess of the ag-
gregation efficiency was determined by finding the value of
Eagg that minimises the residual for that experiment, which
is fairly trivial to read from the plots in Fig.12. This rep-
resents the value of the aggregation efficiency that gives the
best agreement between model and data and hence, our best
estimate of the aggregation efficiency. Since we assume that
possible values for the aggregation efficiency lie in the inter-
val 0< Eagg≤1 we can estimate a confidence limit outside of

which we say that the chosen value ofEagg is unrealistic. The
confidence interval forEaggwas determined in the following
way. The residual plots were used to generate cumulative
histograms of the residuals using Monte Carlo simulation of
the aggregation efficiency,Eagg. That is we treatedEagg as
a random variable and generated 106 values lying between
0 and 1 using a random number generator. The functional
form of the residual plot was used to transform the 106 ran-
dom numbers into a residual by using 1-D interpolation of the
residual vs.Eagg relationship (in Fig.12) and then cumula-
tive histograms were generated from the resulting residuals.
The 25th and 75th percentile were located on the cumulative
histograms of the residuals and the value of the residual that
corresponded to this was found (again by 1-D interpolation).
Once this value was found we defined the 25th percentile for
Eagg as the minimum value ofEagg in all Monte Carlo reali-
sations that resulted in a residual equal to the 25th percentile;
conversely to find the 75th percentile forEagg we found the
maximum value ofEagg that resulted in a residual equal to
the 75th percentile2. These estimates, along with the data of
Hosler and Halgrenare shown in Fig.14a.

5 Comparison of number of monomers per aggregate

In order to further validate our approach we compared the
measured number of monomers per aggregate in different
size ranges, deduced from visual inspection of the CPI im-
agery, with that predicted by the model when using the value
of Eagg that best matches the data – i.e. the MLE values
shown in Fig.14a.

To deduce the number of monomer ice crystals measured
in different size ranges we first visually inspected a sample
of 100 CPI images in each 50 s interval of the experiments
for particles that have a maximum dimension,Dmax (as mea-
sured by the CPI) in the size-intervals 100≤ Dmax< 200 µm;
200≤ Dmax< 300 µm and 300≤ Dmax< 400 µm. Examples
CPI images of ice particles with different numbers of ice
crystal monomers in them are shown in Fig.15.

We then compared this number to the equivalent modelled
number of monomer ice crystals in the same size bins. The
results of this comparison are shown in Fig.16.

It can be seen that in general there is reasonable agree-
ment for all temperatures except at−15◦C between model
and data. At−15◦C, when the low value of the inherent
growth ratio was used (i.e.0(−15) = 0.45) we find that the
number of monomers in each size range is∼ 1. The reason
for this is that the ice crystals grow to very large maximum
dimensions when they have low aspect ratios (1/50) and so
it is the unaggregated particles that are present in these size

2Note that we could have attempted to calculate the error bars for
Eaggby finding the interval over which the area under the residual-
Eaggcurve is some specified fraction of the total area; however this
would require iteration to find the interval, which is more computa-
tionally expensive.
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Fig. 12. Plots of the residual differences between the model and observations for the different experiments. Note the value ofEagg where
the residual is a minimum denotes the value ofEagg that best matches the data or the maximum likelihood estimate. Inset are expanded plots
for the cases where the minima are not clearly visible.

ranges. This prompted us to increase the inherent growth
ratio at−15◦C to 0.55, which produced particle aspect ra-
tios of ∼1/30, which is still in reasonable agreement to the
measured aspect ratio (see Sect.4.3). Increasing the inherent
growth ratio, and therefore crystal aspect ratio has the ef-
fect of increasing our estimate of the aggregation efficiency
at −15◦C by a factor of 3 (see Fig.13 and Fig.14b), since
the ice crystal projected area is reduced soEagg must by in-
creased to compensate in the hydrodynamic kernel (Eq.2).
Furthermore when this modified inherent growth ratio and
aggregation efficiency is used at−15◦C we see much better
agreement in the average number of monomers per aggregate
(Fig. 16).

We therefore suggest that Fig.14b provides our best set of
estimates for the aggregation efficiency in our experiments.

6 Discussion

At temperatures other than−15◦C the results of this study
are in general agreement with those ofHosler and Halgren
(1960), who showed evidence of a maximum in aggregation
efficiency for crystals grown at−15◦C of about 0.1 to 0.2.
We suggest that the reason we observed a much higher aggre-
gation efficiency at−15◦C is because the ice crystals in our
experiments were large and complex, while inHosler and
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the experiment at −15 ◦C. The two curves are the residual plotted for

when Γ(−15) = 0.55 and Γ(−15) = 0.45. Note that the curve for Γ(−15) = 0.55 has a minimum at

Eagg
∼= 0.6, which is much higher than the previous estimate. Also note that the value of residual at

the minimum is less than that for Γ(−15) = 0.45, so this solution better matches the data.
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for the experiment at−15◦C. The
two curves are the residual plotted for when0(−15) = 0.55 and
0(−15) = 0.45. Note that the curve for0(−15) = 0.55 has a min-
imum atEagg∼= 0.6, which is much higher than the previous esti-
mate. Also note that the value of residual at the minimum is less
than that for0(−15) = 0.45, so this solution better matches the
data.
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Fig. 14. Our estimates (MLE – maximum likelihood estimate) of the aggregation efficiency vs. temperature, with the results ofHosler and
Halgrenalso shown. Panel(a) shows our estimate using a low value of the inherent growth ratio;(b) shows our estimate when using a higher
value of the inherent growth ratio, which gives better agreement with the number of monomers in each size range (Fig.16).

Fig. 15. Some examples of aggregated ice crystals of either planar or columnar habit, with 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 monomers.
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Fig. 15. Some examples of aggregated ice crystals of either planar or columnar habit, with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 monomers.

Halgren’s study they were small (∼7–18 µm). We suggest
that interlocking of the branches on the ice crystals is very
important to the aggregation process and can enhance aggre-
gation efficiencies by at least a factor of 3.

We also note that crystals grown at both−20 and−25◦C
our experiments indicate aggregation efficiencies∼ 0.1,
which are higher than the study ofHosler and Halgren
(1960). We suggest that a possible reason for this discrep-
ancy is that in the study ofHosler and Halgren(1960) the
ice crystals were aspirated passed a large ice target at an air-
speed equal to the terminal velocity of the larger ice parti-
cle, which allowed for less time for sintering to take place
than our experiments.Hobbs(1965) has shown that the ice
“neck” forming during the sintering process between two ice

particles is proportional to the length of time that they are in
contact.

In our experiments ice crystals initially fall together at very
similar speeds and so can come together for longer, thus al-
lowing sintering to take place. In some regions of the atmo-
sphere this is more realistic than the experiments performed
by Hosler and Halgren(1960), for example in young cirrus
where ice crystals are growing by vapour diffusion and are
approximately the same size (and hence have the same fall-
speeds). Indeed images of aggregates taken by CPI probes
on an aircraft tend to show that aggregates are comprised of
ice crystals that are similar in size (Connolly et al., 2005;
Gallagher et al., 2005; Whiteway et al., 2004), although this
statement is not completely general.
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Fig. 16. A comparison of the number of monomer ice crystals
in each of the size ranges: 100–200 µm; 200–300 µm; and 300–
400 µm. The solid lines are those modelled using the best guess
value ofEagg in Fig. 14b, while dashed lines are those modelled
using the best guess value ofEagg in Fig. 14a. Note that the dash
black line lies on top of the black solid line because the only dif-
ference between the twoEagg representations are at−15◦C, where
both y-values are zero. Symbols are those measured using the CPI
images. Note that theEagg shown in Fig.14a underestimates the
number of monomers in all size bins at−15◦C, because the ice
crystals grow too large by vapour diffusion and grow to larger sizes
than the size bins shown.

Since the height over which the ice crystals were able to
aggregate in our experiments was much smaller than in the
atmosphere (typically∼10 m) we forced higher aggregation
rates than occur in nature by using high number concentra-
tions (∼10 cm−3) of ice crystals; this concentration equates
to an average spacing between the ice crystals of∼5 mm;
therefore, the hydrodynamic kernel should still be applica-
ble in this situation for the same reasons it is applicable for
collision and coalescence of water drops.

An important point to raise regarding this study is that
although, statistically we can not rule out that the aggrega-
tion efficiency is equal to zero for all but the experiment at
−15◦C, we have observed that is must be greater than zero
as some aggregates were observed in the CPI images at all
temperatures. Therefore this provides a guide for the choice
of Eagg in this instance. We have also shown that when com-
paring the number of monomers per aggregate in the model
run to the estimate of the average number of monomers per
aggregate in the CPI images we get good agreement between
model and data when the best estimate of the aggregation ef-
ficiency (the MLE) is used, so this implies that the error bars
should be smaller than shown in Fig.14; however, we can not
prove this statistically by using the concentration data alone.

It should be pointed out that our estimate of the aggrega-
tion efficiency at−30◦C, could be subject to experimental
artefacts. At this temperature many ice crystals were nucle-
ated that could have been smaller than the 10 µm size limit

detectable by the CPI placed in the middle of the chamber.
Indeed by the time the ice particles had fallen to the bottom
of the chamber they were all large enough to be seen by the
CPI, but this may mean that we are slightly underestimating
the aggregation efficiency at this temperature.

An interesting point is that the aggregation efficiency
does not show a marked increase at the highest temperature
(−5◦C), whereas it has been shown that the force required
to separate two ice spheres increases with increasing tem-
perature (Hosler et al., 1957). This suggests that that aggre-
gation is not strongly governed by the strength of the bond
between the two ice crystals, but may depend on them com-
ing together for long enough to experience a slight amount
of sintering – growth from the vapour at the point of con-
tact. It may also suggest that interlocking of ice crystals is
an important effect that must occur; however, we still saw
aggregation occurring for both columnar crystals and simple
plates, which suggests that interlocking is not a necessity for
aggregation to take place, but likely enhances it. It is true
that the aggregation efficiency was largest where dendrites
were observed; however, this is also close to the tempera-
ture where the maximum vapour excess over an ice surface
exists, when the humidity is at water saturation, which also
may affect the aggregation efficiency through the sintering
mechanism. Further work looking at the narrow temperature
region from 0 to−5◦C is needed to fully test whetherEagg is
maximised at 0◦C.

On balance the fact that the aggregation efficiencies at−10
and−15◦C are very different, yet the difference between wa-
ter and ice vapour pressures are almost exactly the same at
these two temperatures, suggests that it is not vapour growth
or sintering that is responsible for the maximum at−15◦C.
The fact that the planar crystals observed at−10◦C did not
have dendrites suggests that interlocking is the likely reason
for the maximum inEagg at−15◦C.

It may be the case that in the initial stages of growth when
the ice crystals are not too complex that aggregation efficien-
cies similar to those reported byHosler and Halgren(1960)
are appropriate, but when ice crystals start to display branch-
ing or contain more than a few monomers higher aggregation
efficiencies,∼ 0.6, are more appropriate.

We have avoided simplifying the microphysical scheme
to bulk microphysics to attempt to model the aggregation
process (as done byPassarelli, 1978; Mitchell, 1988, 1991),
since we found that: (i) the input parameters to this model,
such as the mass-dimension and terminal velocity-dimension
relations have significant uncertainties and the model was
very sensitive to them in determining the value ofEagg; and
(ii) the experiment was not always in steady state with height,
which the more simple model assumes. Therefore we used a
more sophisticated bin model, which explicitly includes dif-
ferential sedimentation, for interpretation herein.
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7 Conclusions

Ice crystal aggregation efficiencies were derived from exper-
imental studies using a cloud chamber in the temperature in-
terval −30≤ T ≤ −5◦C for the case where the ice crystals
were growing at water saturated conditions. The aggregation
efficiencies shown in Fig.14 should be valid for the case of
small ice crystals in the initial stages of aggregation and we
suggest that in this case the interlocking mechanism is im-
portant to enhancing the sintering upon contact mechanism.
When the ice particles become larger and more complex one
could hypothesize that the interlocking mechanism becomes
important at all temperatures, but this requires further study.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study, they are:

– In order to effectively model the aggregation process
in a 1-D column model we could not apply the com-
monly used single moment advection schemes and had
to adopt a double moment bin structure. If we used the
single moment scheme we would see artificial spread-
ing out (diffusion) of the number concentration field
and therefore considerably underestimate the aggrega-
tion efficiencies because the concentration peak would
reduce rapidly even for model runs withEagg= 0.

– We tried interpreting the data with bulk microphysical
theory (Mitchell, 1988, 1991) and found it to be sensi-
tive to the assumed parameters in the mass-dimension
and terminal velocity-dimension relations of the ice
crystals. Furthermore, it was difficult to set up with the
measurements here as the snow growth model requires
an input profile of the ice water content, which we did
not measure. Instead we opted to use a sophisticated
bin microphysics model, which does not use a terminal
velocity-dimension relation, uses prognostic variables
to estimate the mass-size relation and considers differ-
ential sedimentation. The bin microphysics model does
not require initialisation with an ice water content pro-
file.

– Using the bin microphysical model to interpret the re-
sults gives us a best estimate of the aggregation effi-
ciency that is close to those published byHosler and
Halgren(1960) except at−15◦C where we saw signif-
icantly higher aggregation efficiencies. We believe our
error bars in Fig.14 may be overly conservative; how-
ever, unfortunately we can not provided statistically-
based evidence for this statement. It is noted thatHobbs
et al.(1974) also inferred a maximum in aggregation ef-
ficiency at−15◦C from data taken from natural clouds
in the Cascade Mountains. This was attributed to the
intricate structure of dendrites in this region.

– In order to reduce the error bars on the estimates ofEagg
it may be necessary to produce higher concentrations of
crystals at the top of the chamber so that more aggre-
gation takes place over the 10 m height of the chamber.

However, a caveat is that this results in less growth of
the crystals by vapour diffusion.

– We also found that the aspect ratios of the ice crystals
grown in the experiments was inconsistent with those
predicted by theChen and Lamb(1994a) scheme and so
had to adjust the inherent growth ratio parameter some-
what arbitrarily so that the actual crystal aspect ratio
was reproduced within the model. We have no explana-
tion for why this occurred except that factors occurring
at the point of nucleation may affect the habit of the ice
crystals produced (Bacon et al., 2003), or that the fact
that the crystals were growing whilst in free-fall, as oc-
curs in nature, could have affected the habit they grew
into.

It was not possible to address other aspects of ice crys-
tal growth by aggregation in these experiments, which given
further resources and time maybe useful to try and quantify,
such as:

– How does the aggregation efficiency depend on the su-
persaturation over ice? Presumably if vapour growth be-
tween two ice crystals that come together is important
then the supersaturation should affect the aggregation
efficiency.

– How complex do ice particles need to be so that inter-
locking of crystal branches or other spatial features be-
comes important? Does this effectively mean that once
crystals contain more than just a few monomers their
aggregation efficiency becomes much closer to unity?

However, we believe that the study is relevant for shallow
mixed-phase layer clouds, where the ice crystal size usually
is not so large and the temperature is within the range of our
experiments.

Appendix A

Correction of Cloud Particle Imager data

We used the depth-of-field (DOF) correction devised byCon-
nolly et al.(2007) to correct for biases in the sizing and sam-
ple volume for both CPIs. We note that there is an error in
the original paper that defines the calibration curve (Eq. 7 in
the original paper). The correct equation should read:

Lapp

L
=

(
d1×

{∣∣∣ Z

(LAr)2

∣∣∣+d2
Z

(LAr)2

}d3

×
BGloc

BG
+d4L

d5

)
(A1)

all fit parameters are as quoted in the original paper and the
correct equation was used in the analysis so the results of
Connolly et al.(2007) remain valid.
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Appendix B

Fit to gamma distribution functions

In order to fit the CPI data to gamma distribution functions
we start with definitions for the 1st, 2nd and 6th moment of
a gamma distribution:

M1 =
∫

n0D
µ+1exp(−λD)dD =

n00(µ+2)

λµ+2
(B1)

M2 =
∫

n0D
µ+2exp(−λD)dD =

n00(µ+3)

λµ+3
(B2)

M6 =
∫

n0D
µ+6exp(−λD)dD =

n00(µ+7)

λµ+7 (B3)

If exponential fits are adequate (i.e.µ = 0) then the step of
determiningµ can be skipped, otherwise we have to calculate

the variable,F =
M5

2
M6M

4
1
, which yields:

F =
n5

00(µ+3)5λµ+7(λµ+2)4

(λµ+3)5n00(µ+7)n4
00(µ+2)4

(B4)

Using the identity0(µ + 1) = µ0(µ) we can simplify
Eq. (B4) to

F =
(µ+2)4

(µ+7)(µ+6)(µ+5)(µ+4)(µ+3)
(B5)

Which is a quartic polynomial inµ:

(1−F)µ4
+(8−18F)µ3

+(24−119F)µ2 (B6)

+(32−342F)µ+(16−360F) = 0

In order to evaluate each of the coefficients in the above poly-
nomialF is calculated from the actual size distribution data
and substituted accordingly. The quartic equation is then
solved forµ using a numerical algorithm. Onceµ is known
or indeed ifµ is assumed to be zero thenλ is determined by
taking the ratio of either of the moments, for example:

M1

M2
=

λ0(µ+2)

0(µ+3)
(B7)

and therefore

λ =
M1

M2

0(µ+3)

0(µ+2)
(B8)

n0 may then be determined by substitution ofλ andµ in the
expression for one of the moments, for example usingM1:

n0 =
M1λ

µ+2

0(µ+2)
(B9)

Thus both the slope and intercept can be found in this way.
Note that the equation forλ can also be written down in

terms of the zeroth and 2nd moments of the distribution since

M0 =
∫

n0D
µexp(−λD)dD =

n00(µ+1)

λµ+1
(B10)

so that:

M1 =
M0

λ
×

0(µ+2)

0(µ+1)
(B11)

and therefore:

λ =

(
M0

M2

0(µ+3)

0(µ+1)

)1/2

(B12)

This shows that increasing mass (the 2nd moment), while
maintaining number (zeroth moment) results in a reduction
in λ. Furthermore, holding the mass constant (the 2nd mo-
ment), while reducing number (zeroth moment) also reduces
λ. So the microphysical growth processes of vapour diffu-
sion and aggregation both result in a reduction ofλ with time;
however, differential sedimentation may result in an increase
in λ with time (not shown).
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